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INFLUENCE OF NEIGHBOURING CHROMIUM ATOMS 
ON HYPERFINE FIELDS AT 7Fe NUCLEI 

AND ISOMER SHIFTS IN Fe-Cr ALLOYS (*) 

S. M. DUBIEL and K. KROP 

Department of Solid State Physics, Institute of Metallurgy 
Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Cracow, Poland 

RksurnB. - En utilisant plusieurs modkles diffkrents on a montrk que parmi les modeles en deux 
couches employks pour lisser les spectres Mossbauer des alliages Fe-Cr, le mieux appropriC est celui 
qui inclut uniquement les contributions des atomes de Cr situks dans les deux premikres sphkres de 
coordination. Utilisant ce modde pour lisser les spectres Mossbauer d'alliages Fe-Cr avec diffk- 
rentes concentrations de chrome (1-15 at % Cr) on a montrk que la variation du champ magnktique 
hyperfin au site de 57Fe(AHl) produite par une impuretk dans la premikre sphkre de coordination est 
supkrieure a celle (AH2) produite par une impuretk qui est un second proche voisin. 

Le rapport R = AHllANz depend de la concentration et les lissages par moindre carrk de nos 
donnees montrent qu'on peut le mettre sous la forme R = 1,24 + 0,03 c pour le modkle M 12 ou 
R = 1,24 + 0,02 c pour le modkle M 12 BW. 

On a aussi ktudik le problkme de l'additivitk des effets dus aux atomes de Cr aussi bien sur les 
champs magnktiques hyperfins au site des noyaux 57Fe que sur les dkplacements isomkriques. On 
observe une additivitk partielle et totale pour le champ magnktique hyperfin, alors que pour le dkpla- 
cement isomerique il n'y a qu'une additivitk totale avec d'assez grandes erreurs expkrimentales. 

Abstract. - Using several different models it has been shown, that among the two-shell models 
employed for fitting the Mossbauer spectra of Fe-Cr alloys the most adequate is the one, which 
includes only contributions from those Cr atoms which occupy the first two coordination spheres. 
Employing then this model for fitting the Mossbauer spectra of Fe-Cr alloys having different chro- 
mium concentration (1-15 at % Cr) it has been revealed, that the change of the hyperfine magnetic 
field at 57Fe nuclei, AH,, due to an impurity atom in the first coordination sphere is higher than the 
change, AH2, due to a second-nearest neighbour impurity. 

The ratio R = AH IIAHz turns out to be concentration dependent and least-squeres fits to our 
data show that it may be expressed as R = 1.24 + 0.03 c for the M 12-model or R = 1.24 + 0.02 c 
for the M 12 BW-model. 

The problem of the additivity of the observed effects of Cr atoms both on the hyperfine magnetic 
fields at 57Fe nuclei and on the isomer shifts was also investigated. For the hrnf partial and total 
additivity is observed, whilst for the IS only total additivity occurs within rather high experimental 
errors. 

1. Introduction. - Dilute iron alloys Fe-X, where X 
is a 3d transition element are frequently used for 
studying hyperfine magnetic fields (hrnf) at 57Fe nuclei 
and isomer shifts (IS), employing Mossbauer effect. 

In  spite of many such experiments, because of the 
inconsistances between different investigations, a clear 
picture has not emerged. 

The aim of our experiment was to study the influence 
of neighbouring Cr atoms on the hrnf a t  57Fe nuclei 
and the IS, in Fe-Cr alloys containing 1-15 a t  % of 
chromium. They were chosen : 

1) to enhance our knowledge of such alloys and 
2) because i t  was already known that Cr  atoms have 

a pronounced effect on such hmf. 

The former concerns the influence of impurity 
atoms, being in different coordination spheres on the 

(*) Work supported by the Institute of Physics of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences. 

hrnf and IS, as well as the problem of the additivity 
of the observed effects. 

The Mossbauer effect studies on dilute Fe-Cr alloys 
that have been carried out so far [I-41 have revealed, 
that the hrnf a t  57Fe nuclei are reduced when impurity 
atoms are in their vicinity. The magnitude of the hrnf 
shifts depends on the distance between the 57Fe atom 
involved and the impurity one. The effects due to 
impurities further away than the second coordination 
sphere are small and are usually neglected. The magni- 
tudes of the hrnf shifts due to first and second nearest 
neighbour impurity atoms (AH, and AH, respectively) 
were not known. The previous results fall into three 
conflicting groups : 

I. AH, > AH, 
11. AHl = AH2 

111. AH, < AH,, where 

AH, = H(10) - H(O0) and AH, = H(01) - H(O0) . 
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To give some examples, Wertheim et al. [l] have 
reported that R= AHJAH, = 1.19. Schurer [4] has 
found for his sample containing 3.8 at % Cr, that the 
ratio is 1.30, which is close to the value of 1.42 reported 
by Cranshaw [5], obtained from his investigation of a 
single crystal specimen containing 4.8 % Cr. 

These results disagree with the ones obtained by 
Stearns [2], according to whom AH, < AH,. 

On the other hand, Sauer and Reynik [6] as well as 
Vincze and Griiner [3] analysed their Mossbauer 
spectra assuming that AH, = AH,. Though such an 
assumption does simplify the fitting procedure, it may 
introduce biases to the final results when not true. 

The latter reason for our choice of alloys is reflected 
in the well-resolved structure within the outermost 
lines in the Fe. Cr alloy Mossbauer spectra. This makes 
the fitting procedure easier and adds strength to inter- 
pretation of the results. 

2. Experimental procedure and spectra analysis. - 
2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION. - AS samples 9 different 
chromium concentration Fe-Cr alloys were used in the 
form of thin foils of 20-25 microns thickness. All 
the samples studied were cold-colled down to 0.1 mm 
and then electropolished [7]. 

2.2. EXPERIMENT. - A 10 mCi source of 57Co dissol- 
ved in palladium was used to provide monoenergetic 
14.4 keV gamma rays. The experiments were carried 
out with a moving source-fixed absorber geometry, 
using a constant-acceleration NOKIA spectrometer 
with an 800-channel analyser operating in the 
time-mode. 

The Mossbauer absorption spectra obtained at 
room temperature with 5-13 x 105 counts per channel 
are shown in figure la  and lb. The absorption in 
the outermost lines was as much as x 13 % for 
c= 1.28 at % Cr and x 4 %, for c = 14.89 at % Cr. 

The source had a full linewidth at half maximum 
against an iron foil absorber of 0.26 + 0.02 mm/s. 

2 .3  SPECTRA ANALYSIS. - The spectra obtained were 
computer fitted, using a least-squares iteration proce- 
dure. The observed structure of the spectra was 
attributed to the hmf distribution in the alloys. Each 
spectrum was thought to be a superposition of a 
number of six-line Zeeman patterns, having different 
splittings, isomer shifts and statistical weights. It was 
also assumed that the lines were lorentzians and that all 
corresponding lines had the same width, which was, 
however, computer fitted. 

As the grain sizes in our samples were of the order 
of the magnetic domain wall thickness, it is probable 
that the magnetic domains may comprise several grains. 
In such a case the magnetic anisotropic contribution 
to the hyperfine field will only be seen as an average, 
and we have not taken it into account. This effect is 
important in monocrystalline samples as reported 
recently by Schwartz and Asano [12, 131. 

The number of these six-line patterns to be included 

FIG. la.  - Room temperature Mijssbauer absorption spectra of 
Armco-Fe and Fe-Cr alloys containing 1.28-3.89 at % Cr. 

for a particular spectrum depends on how many 
coordination spheres one takes into account. Their 
statistical weights were calculated assuming a random 
impurity atom distribution in the iron lattice. 

To solve the problems posed in the Introduction, 
the spectra were fitted on the basis of the following 
models : 

1) M 12-model : this assumes that only effects due 
to the impurity atoms located in the first two coordi- 
nation spheres are important. 

2) M 1 = 2-model : in this model it is assumed 
that the effects due to Cr atoms in the first and second 
coordination spheres are identical. 

3) M 13-model : this attributes the observed effects 
to the impurities in the first and the third coordination 
spheres. 
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FIG. Ib. - Room temperature Mossbauer absorption spectra 
of Fe-Cr alloys containing 4.85-14.89 at % Cr. 

4) M 123-model : this includes the effects due to the 
impurities located in the first three spheres. 

5) M 12 BW-model : this model is similar to M 12, 
but it differs in that the statistical weights of the 
contributing six-line patterns are parameters to be 
fitted. Hence it makes it possible to verify whether the 
assumption of random impurity distribution is 
valid or not. 

In each model indicated above the fitting procedure 
included so many of the most significant contri- 
buting six-line patterns such that the overall proba- 
bility of them 2 98 % for all samples, except for the 
one containing the highest Cr concentration, where 
due to a parameter limitation of 50, the overall 
probability was equal to 95 %. 

The computer fit gave the splittings between the 
outermost lines for each six-line pattern from which 

the hmf values were obtained as well as their centres 
of gravity from which isomer shifts were derived. 

Finally, it should be noted that in this fitting pro- 
cedure no relations between the parameters were fixed. 

3. Results and discussion. - 3 . 1  CHOICE OF THE 

MOST ADEQUATE MODEL. - The goodness of the fits 
obtained with different models was checked with 
chi-squared test, which gave x2 values according to the 
following expression : 

where 

where 

is the N-parameter function with one independent 
variable xi to be fitted to the measured quantities 
Y(xi). 

M - N stands for the number of degrees of freedom. 
It turned out that the best fits were obtained with 

the M 12 and M 12 BW models, as can be seen from 
Table I, which shows the x 2  values obtained from the 
different models. The two models gave equally good 
fits. 

Probabilities of the six-line contributing patterns 
corresponding to configurations (OO), (10) and (01) 
and calculated assuming a binomial distribution of the 
impurities in the iron lattice (full lines) and the ones 
obtained on the basis of the M 12 BW model (0, 0,  A) 
are shown in figure 2. A fairly good agreement is obser- 
ved which in connection with nearly identical x2 values, 
obtained with these two models, allows us to draw the 
conclusion that the assumption of random chromium 
atom distribution in the iron lattice is valid. 

Using the other models in the fitting procedure 
yielded the following results : 

M 1 = 2-model : the fits obtained assuming that 
AH, = AH, are fairly good for the low concentration 
alloys, i. e. those containing 1.28, 2.18, 3.27 and 
3.89 at % Cr, though they are not as good as the ones 
obtained from the M 12 or M 12 BW models. The spec- 
trum of the alloy containing 4.85 at % Cr could not 
be fitted at all (see Table I, column 4). 

M 13-model : the fits yielded on the basis of this 
model were distinctly worse than those obtained from 
the M 12 or M 12 BW models, which can be clearly 
seen from x2 values listed in Table I, column 5. This 
fact means that the suggestions proposed by some 
authors [8-101, namely, that an impurity atom in the 
third nearest neighbour shell had a stronger influence 
on the hyperfine interactions than one in the second 
nearest neighbour shell, is not valid in the case of 
chromium. 

M 123-model : this ,model is certainly a better 
approximation to the real situation than the M 12- 
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These results are in agreement with those obtained by 
Stearns [2], but disagree in the sign with the result 
received by Mendis and Anderson [a], who used the 
NMR technique. 

In the light of the above considerations, the M 12 
(or M 12 BW) model has been accepted as the most 
adequate one and in the following the results obtained 
from these two models have been used. 

3.2 THE INFLUENCE OF THE FIRST AND THE SECOND 

NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ON THE hmf AT 57Fe NUCLEI. - 
In Table I1 are listed values of AH,,  AH, and 
R = AHJAH,  obtained using the M 12 and M 12 BW 
models. The values of the ratio R are in addition 
shown in figure 3, along with some results taken from 
the literature. 

Notice : hmf in kOe. 

FIG. 2. - Probabilities of six-line patterns corresponding 
to (OO), (10) and (01) configurations as calculated using the M 12 
model (full lines) and those obtained on the basis of the M 12 BW- 

model (e,o, A). 

model, but due to the significantly greater number of 
possible configurations it allows, the number of 
parameters to be fitted increases thereby, making the 
fitting procedure more complicated and decreasing 
the confidence level, which may be ascribed to the 
parameters. 

In view of the above, the M 123-model has been 
used herein only when fitting the spectra of the alloys 
containing 1.28 and 3.27 at % Cr. This was done to 
find out what the magnitude of hmf shift due to a 
chromium atom located in the third coordination 
sphere is. The results indicate that : 

-3.0 % for c=1.28 at % 
AH, = H(000) - H(001) = 

-2.5 % for c =  3.27 at %. 

FIG. 3. - Dependence of the ratio R on the chromium concen- 
tration Line 1 represents a fit to the data obtained using the M 12 

model, while line 2 using the M 12 BW-model. 

As can be seen from the figure the results obtained 
from these two models are identical, within the experi- 
mental errors. This confirms the validity of the 
assumption of a random distribution of chromium 
atoms in the Fe matrix. 

The best least-squares fit to our data can be 
expressed as : R = 1.24 + 0.03 c for the M 12 and 
R = 1.24 + 0.02 c for M 12BW. This means that 
AH, > AH, and is in good agreement with the results 
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of Schurer [4] and Cranshaw [5], but disagrees with where nk stands for the number of impurities in the 
those of Stearns [2] and Vincze and Gruner [3]. k-th coordination sphere and N for the number of the 

The 2-3 % dependence of R on chromium concentra- spheres considered. The additivity described by the 
tion is thought to reflect the influence of the Cr atoms relation (3.3) will be called the partial additivity. 
that are situated further away than the first and second Total additivity will be also introduced by the 
coordination spheres. following formula : 

3.3 THE PROBLEM OF THE ADDITIVITY. - Some 
authors [l, 2, 111 assumed in their spectra analysis 
that the effects of a number of impurities in neigh- 
bouring spheres are additive. It means, that if AHk is 
the hmf shift due to a single impurity atom in the 
k-th sphere, then the total hmf shift, AH, corres- 
ponding to a particular configuration (n,, ..., nN : c) 
is given by the relation : 

where the symbol (n,, ..., nN) means that summation 
is over all possible configurations for a given c. 

Our studies concerning the additivity problem can 
be summarized in the following way. Partial additivity 
is obeyed, though some divergences of the order of 
2-7 %, particulary for (20) and (02) configurations 
are observable. Total additivity is obtained within the 
experimental errors, which can be seen from the 
values of AH(c) listed in Table 111. 

where : AHR, the measured value of AH ; AHL, the 
value expected from (3.4) ; a,, the measured mean 
value of IS ; a,, the value expected from (3.6). 

3.4 ISOMER SHIFTS. - The full results relating to 
the IS will be discussed in more detail in a separate 
publication. Here we shall refer only to the additivity. 

The problem was studied in a similar way to that 
of the hmf. Limiting ourselves to the M 12-model, 
the relation of the partial additivity of the IS can 
be written as follows : 

A6(n,, n2 : c) = n, 6(10: c) + n, 6(01 : c) (3.5) 

while the total additivity is given by the formula : 

A6(c) = 1 A6(n,,n2:c). 
(n1,nz) 

(3.6) 

Using the (3.5) relation, the problem of the partial 
additivity was studied for each possible configuration 
(n,, n,), where n, + n, 2 2. It has turned out from 
the study that this relation is not obeyed and one 
observes significant divergences from it. 

On the other hand, relation (3.6) is, within the 
experimental errors, which are high, satisfied for all 

samples, except the one containing the highest chro- 
mium concentration (Table 111). 

4. Conclusions. - It has been shown that : 
1) the M 12-model i. e. the model including effects 

for which impurities situated in the first two coordi- 
nation spheres are responsible, is the most adequate 
amongst the two-shells models and 

2) fairly good fits which could be obtained for low 
concentration alloys using the M 1 = 2 or M 13- 
models were due to the fact that the probabilities of the 
contributing six-line patterns calculated on the basis 
of these models did not differ very much from those 
obtained employing the M 12-model. 

Using this model when fitting the observed spectra, 
the following conclusions could be drawn concerning 
the results : 

a) The hmf shift, AH,, due to a single impurity 
atom in the first coordination sphere is evidently 
stronger than that, AH,, due to the second nearest one. 

b) The ratio R = AH,/AH, is concentration depen- 
dent, which is thought to reflect the influence of more 
distant Cr atoms neglected in the model. 
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c) Total additivity of the hmf shifts is satisfied d)  Total additivity of the IS is obeyed for all 
within the experimental errors, while some divergences samples, within the high experimental errors, except 
for particular configurations, especially for (20) and for the one containing the highest Cr concentration. 
(02) ones of the order of 2-7 % exist. Partial additivity is, however, not satisfied. 
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